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GUIDE TO SUBMITTING AN ARTICLE 

Authors need to register with the journal prior to submitting or, if already registered, can simply log in 

and begin the five-step process. Once logged in, the author can go to their ‘USER HOME’ to start a 

new submission, edit an incomplete submission, or to see the progress of a submission already in 

review. 

STEP 1: START A NEW SUBMISSION 

1. From USER HOME, to start a new submission select the ‘CLICK HERE’ link: 

 
 

2. Select the section of the journal you are submitting to from the dropdown, such as ‘Articles’, 

‘Special Articles’, or ‘Reviews’ (See our Author Guidelines for more information about 

submitting to the journal sections.): 

http://briefencounters-journal.co.uk/index.php/brief-enc/user/register
http://briefencounters-journal.co.uk/index.php/index/login
http://briefencounters-journal.co.uk/BE/about/submissions#onlineSubmissions
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3. Go through our SUBMISSION CHECKLIST ensuring you have completed everything necessary 

to have your submission accepted: 

 
 

4. As above, you must also check the box agreeing to the COPYRIGHT NOTICE of the journal: 
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5. Failure to check all of the boxes in either the SUBMISSIONS CHECKLIST or the COPYRIGHT 

NOTICE will prevent you from continuing with your submission, and the following dialog box 

will appear: 

 
 

6. Once you have met all of the above requirements, click ‘SAVE AND CONTINUE’ to move on to 

the next step of submission: 
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STEP 2: UPLOADING THE SUBMISSION 

1. Select ‘BROWSE’ to choose the file for submission. 

 If you are submitting a Special Article for review, than this file should be your critical commentary, and 

your artwork should be uploaded either as a supplementary file (see Step 4 below), or to our dropbox  

Please see our Special Articles Submission Guidelines for more information: 

 
 

2. Select the file from your computer documents (ensuring there are no references to your 

name, see our guidelines to Ensuring A Blind Review for more details) and click ‘OPEN’: 

https://www.dropbox.com/request/xkrBxtOQpmzDAxJrhaxf
http://briefencounters-journal.co.uk/BE/about/submissions#onlineSubmissions
http://briefencounters-journal.co.uk/BE/about/editorialPolicies#peerReviewProcess
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3. Once the file has been selected, click ‘UPLOAD’: 

 
 

4. If you attempt to proceed without having pressed the ‘UPLOAD’ button, then your file will not 

have been successfully uploaded, and you will see this dialog box upon clicking the ‘SAVE AND 

CONTINUE’ button: 
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5. If you have successfully uploaded the file, you should see your document title under the 

‘SUBMISSION FILE’ heading. You will then have the option to replace this file before 

continuing (following the same process outlined above), or can proceed to the next step of 

completing your submission by clicking ‘SAVE AND CONTINUE’: 

 

STEP 3: ENTERING THE SUBMISSION’S METADATA 

1. Author Details, including Name, Email, Affiliation, and Bio Statement. The Bio statement is a 

maximum of 200 words and will not be viewable by your reviewers. You can also edit this in 

your user profile: 
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i. if your submission is by more than one author, you have the option to add the other 

contributors here: 

 
 

2. Title and Abstract, please provide your submission with a title and abstract (300 words) 

summarising your submission’s subject and content for readers, situating it within your field 

and within the scope of this interdisciplinary journal: 
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3. Indexing: indexing helps readers online locate your article within online journal repositories, 

to provide greater impact for your article and for the journal. Please provide your submission 

with the following information where relevant to your submission: 

i. Academic discipline and sub-disciplines 

ii. Subject classification – if you need a guide on how to classify your subject, click on 

the highlighted link to the Arts & Humanities Citation Index for guidance: 

 
iii. Keywords – please use a maximum of 5 keywords per submission that relate to the 

article’s remit. 

iv. Geo-spatial coverage of your article, i.e. in what region(s) is your research situated? 

v. Chronological or historical coverage, i.e. in what period(s) is your research situated? 

http://ip-science.thomsonreuters.com/mjl/scope/scope_ahci/#BQ
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vi. Research sample characteristics, i.e. what sample(s) of data has informed your 

research? 

vii. Type, method or approach 

viii. Language 

ix. Contributors and supporting agencies 

 

4. References: although you will have included references in the body of your submission (see 

Author Guidelines for more information), you can also list your references here to allow for 

pingbacks to authors you have cited, as well as to enable referencing software such as 

RefWorks to extract your sources for readers: 

 
 

5. Once you have completed this step, please click ‘SAVE AND CONTINUE’ to move onto step 4. 

STEP 4: UPLOADING SUPPLEMENTARY FILES 

1. Please follow the process as outlined in STEP 2 to upload supplementary files for your 

submission. These can be artwork, tables, data sets, or other material that contribute to your 

article: 

If you are submitting to Special Articles in the form of a multimedia file (e.g. video, audio), or if you have 

a particularly large sized supplementary file to accompany your submission, please submit this to our 

dropbox with the same file name as your principal submission. See our Submission Guidelines for Special 

Articles for more information. 

http://briefencounters-journal.co.uk/BE/about/submissions#onlineSubmissions
https://www.dropbox.com/request/xkrBxtOQpmzDAxJrhaxf
http://briefencounters-journal.co.uk/BE/about/submissions#onlineSubmissions
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2. Supplementary File Metadata: in this section please provide title and description for each 

supplementary file, which can for example include the date of a photograph, as well as the 

copyright information: 

 
 

3. You can choose whether or not to make the supplementary file available to reviewers. If it 

does not compromise the blind review and it contributes to the analysis of your submission, 

please check this box before saving: 
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4. You then have the option to edit or delete these supplementary files, or to upload another 

before moving onto Step 5: 

 

STEP 5: FINISH SUBMISSION 

1. At this stage you can complete your submission by clicking ‘FINISH SUBMISSION’, or 

alternatively, you can return to complete this at a later date: 
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2. If you choose not to complete the submission, the submission appears in your USER HOME as 

incomplete: 

 
 

3. To return to edit any part of the submission, click on the hyperlinked title, and click on any of 

the headings (highlighted below) to return to that step, for example you can upload more 

supplementary files,  replace the original submission file,  or edit your title and abstract 

before finishing your submission and committing it to review: 
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4. Once you have finished your submission, you should see this page confirming your successful 

submission: 
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5. Click on ‘ACTIVE SUBMISSIONS’ to view all submissions and their current status in your user 

home. Once submitted, the article will appear as ‘awaiting assignment’ until it has been 

accepted for review or rejected: 

 

 

IN REVIEW 

If your submission is accepted for review, you will be notified by email and the status of your 

submission in your USER HOME will change. You can view the submission’s status at any time by 

visiting your USER HOME ‘ACTIVE SUBMISSIONS’, accessible from the right hand navigation panel.  
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You can also view any comments, communications, and upload any revised versions based on the 

comments you receive from reviewers, by clicking on the title of your submission: 

 

 

If you have any further questions regarding the process of submitting an article to Brief 

Encounters please Contact Us at journal@chase.ac.uk. 

 

http://briefencounters-journal.co.uk/BE/about/contact

